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Count and
explore the
zany world and
words of Seuss
in this classic
picture book.
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From counting
to opposites to
Dr. Seuss's
signature silly
rhymes, this
book has
everything a
beginning
reader needs!
Meet the
bumpy Wump
and the singing
Ying, and even
the winking
Yink who
drinks pink ink.
The silly
rhymes and
colorful cast of
characters will
have every
child giggling
from morning
to night. From
near to far
from here to
there, funny
things are

everywhere.
Originally
created by Dr.
Seuss himself,
Beginner Books
are fun, funny,
and easy to
read. These
unjacketed
hardcover early
readers
encourage
children to read
all on their
own, using
simple words
and
illustrations.
Smaller than
the classic
large format
Seuss picture
books like The
Lorax and Oh,
the Places
You’ll Go!,
these portable
packages are

perfect for
practicing
readers ages
3-7, and lucky
parents too!
A Funny Little
Bird Gibbs Smith
A homecoming
snares a young
woman in a
dangerous tangle
of lies, secrets,
and bad blood in
this gripping novel
by the bestselling
author of An
Accusation.
Running from a
bad relationship,
journalist Jo
Sharpe heads
home to
Arthurville, the
drought-stricken
town she turned
her back on years
earlier. While
some things have
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changed--her
relationship with
her ailing,
crotchety father,
her new job at the
community
newspaper--Jo
finds that her
return has
rekindled the grief
and uncertainty
she experienced
during her
childhood
following the
inexplicable
disappearance of
her mother and
baby sister.
Returning to
Arthurville has its
unexpected
pleasures, though,
as Jo happily
reconnects with
old friends and
makes a few new
ones. But she can't

let go of her search
for answers to that
long-ago mystery.
And as she keeps
investigating, the
splash she's
making begins to
ripple outward--far
beyond the
disappearance of
her mother and
sister. Jo is
determined to dig
as deep as it takes
to get answers. But
it's not long before
she realises that
someone among
the familiar faces
doesn't want her
picking through
the debris of the
past. And they'll
go to any lengths
to silence the little
bird before she
sings the truth.
Little Bird's Bad Word

Penguin
Andrew Yang, the
founder of Venture
for America, offers a
unique solution to our
country’s economic
and social
problems—our smart
people should be
building things. Smart
People Should Build
Things offers a stark
picture of the current
culture and a
revolutionary model
that will redirect a
generation of
ambitious young
people to the critical
job of innovating and
building new
businesses. As the
Founder and CEO of
Venture for America,
Andrew Yang places
top college graduates
in start-ups for two
years in emerging U.S.
cities to generate job
growth and train the
next generation of
entrepreneurs. He
knows firsthand how
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our current view of
education is broken.
Many college
graduates aspire to
finance, consulting, law
school, grad school, or
medical school out of a
vague desire for
additional status and
progress rather than
from a genuine passion
or fit. In Smart People
Should Build Things,
this self-described
“recovering lawyer”
and entrepreneur
weaves together a
compelling narrative of
success stories
(including his own),
offering observations
about the flow of talent
in the United States
and explanations of
why current trends are
leading to economic
distress and cultural
decline. He also
presents
recommendations for
both policy makers
and job seekers to
make entrepreneurship

more realistic and
achievable.

Little Bird: The
Fight For Elder's
Hope Enchanted
Lion Books
When bestselling
author Kinley
Thomas gets the
deal of a lifetime
to see her book
turned into a
movie, the last
person she
expects to be cast
as the leading
role is Corbin
Callum.After
years of living the
dreams that tore
them apart,
Hollywood will
soon force them
back together.
Because before
Corbin became
America's biggest
star, he was first
Kinley's biggest
mistake.Too bad

for them, they
never learn.
Little Bird Dog
and the Big Ship
Steuben Press
'Fly, little bird,'
said the little girl.
But, little bird is
too small to fly,
and all alone. The
little girl takes
little bird under
her wing and gives
him a home until
he is ready to face
the world. And
that's when the
fun and friendship
really begins . . .
A Novel Harper
Collins
Little Bird loves
everything about
his home. He's
surrounded by his
favourite branch,
his favourite food,
his favourite view
and his favourite
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music. Why on earth
would he ever want
to change, even
when his brother
tells him that they
must? Discover how
Little Bird ends up
finding happiness in
his new home from
home in this
beautifully
illustrated picture
book. Perfect for all
children who love
home, however
many they may
have.
A Dark Mafia
Romance Little,
Brown
Finalist for the
National Book
Award, The Yellow
Birds is the
harrowing story of
two young soldiers
trying to stay alive in
Iraq "The war tried
to kill us in the
spring." So begins
this powerful account

of friendship and loss.
In Al Tafar, Iraq,
twenty-one-year old
Private Bartle and
eighteen-year-old
Private Murphy cling
to life as their platoon
launches a bloody
battle for the city.
Bound together since
basic training when
Bartle makes a
promise to bring
Murphy safely home,
the two have been
dropped into a war
neither is prepared
for. In the endless
days that follow, the
two young soldiers do
everything to protect
each other from the
forces that press in on
every side: the
insurgents, physical
fatigue, and the
mental stress that
comes from constant
danger. As reality
begins to blur into a
hazy nightmare,
Murphy becomes
increasingly

unmoored from the
world around him
and Bartle takes
actions he could never
have imagined. With
profound emotional
insight, especially into
the effects of a hidden
war on mothers and
families at home, The
Yellow Birds is a
groundbreaking novel
that is destined to
become a classic.
The Yellow Birds
AuthorHouse
Biz Stone, the co-
founder of Twitter,
discusses the power of
creativity and how to
harness it, through
stories from his
remarkable life and
career. THINGS A
LITTLE BIRD
TOLD ME From
GQ's "Nerd of the
Year" to one of
Time's most
influential people in
the world, Biz Stone
represents different
things to different
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people. But he is
known to all as the
creative, effervescent,
funny, charmingly
positive and
remarkably savvy co-
founder of Twitter-the
social media platform
that singlehandedly
changed the way the
world works. Now,
Biz tells fascinating,
pivotal, and personal
stories from his early
life and his careers at
Google and Twitter,
sharing his knowledge
about the nature and
importance of
ingenuity today. In
Biz's world:
-Opportunity can be
manufactured -Great
work comes from
abandoning a linear
way of thinking
-Creativity never runs
out -Asking questions
is free -Empathy is
core to personal and
global success In this
book, Biz also
addresses failure, the

value of vulnerability,
ambition, and
corporate culture.
Whether seeking
behind-the-scenes
stories, advice, or
wisdom and principles
from one of the most
successful
businessmen of the
new century,
THINGS A LITTLE
BIRD TOLD ME will
satisfy every reader.
Image
'That nickname . .
.' '"Little bird." It
wasn't mine. I
found out later he
gave it to every
little girl that came
in to be injected.
"Little Bird" didn't
mean anything. It
was a trick. There
were thousands of
"little birds", just
like me, all
thinking they were
the only one.' As a

reporter, Jacques
Peretti has spent
his life
investigating
important stories.
But there was one
story, heard in
scattered
fragments
throughout his
childhood, that he
never thought to
investigate. The
story of how his
mother survived
Auschwitz. In the
few last months of
the Second World
War, thirteen-year-
old Alina Peretti,
along with her
mother and sister,
was one of thirteen
thousand non-
Jewish Poles sent
to Auschwitz. Her
experiences there
cast a shadow over
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the rest of her life.
Now ninety, Alina
has been
diagnosed with
dementia.
Together, mother
and son begin a
race against time
to record her
memories and
preserve her
family's story.
Along the way,
Jacques learns long-
hidden secrets
about his mother's
family. He gains
an understanding
of his mother
through retracing
her past, learning
more about the
woman who would
never let him call
her 'Mum'.
What the Happiest
People Know About
Wealth Harper

Collins
Little Bird loves
learning new words
and sharing them
with his friends, so
when he realizes that
his latest one is a bad
word, he knows just
what to say to set
things right.
Hope Is the Thing
with Feathers
Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt
When a man cuts
down little bird
Rosa's tree, she
makes herself a new
nest at the top of his
house and refuses to
budge!
A Journey to Find
Hope, Happiness and
the Wings to Fly
Picture Puffin
It's good to be King...
Bane Rivera: my
name is well-known
and feared in the
seedy underbelly of
Los Angeles. There is
only one rule that I

live by-only one rule
that matters-never let
a woman get in the
way of business. Ever.
Then Wren Montana
happened. She barged
into my office-into my
life-like a beautiful
wildfire, demanding
something of me I
couldn't ever give her:
a pass for her
brother's mistake.
From the moment I
saw her, I knew I had
to have her. To feel
her spirit break under
my crushing grip as
she gave her very soul
to me. Until she was
dependent on me like
a junkie for their next
fix. But she wasn't like
the other women I'd
used and discarded.
No, my Wren, my
Little Bird, she was
strong. Every time she
told me no, every time
she walked away, it
only fanned the flames
of my need,
consuming me...
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Causing me to forget
my one and only rule.
Bird by Bird Grand
Central Publishing
An essential volume
for generations of
writers young and
old, Bird by Bird is a
modern classic. This
twenty-fifth
anniversary edition
will continue to spark
creative minds for
years to come. For a
quarter century,
more than a million
readers—scribes and
scribblers of all ages
and abilities—have
been inspired by
Anne Lamott’s
hilarious, big-hearted,
homespun advice.
Advice that begins
with the simple words
of wisdom passed
down from Anne’s
father—also a
writer—in the iconic
passage that gives the
book its title:
“Thirty years ago
my older brother,

who was ten years old
at the time, was trying
to get a report on
birds written that
he’d had three
months to write. It
was due the next day.
We were out at our
family cabin in
Bolinas, and he was at
the kitchen table close
to tears, surrounded
by binder paper and
pencils and unopened
books on birds,
immobilized by the
hugeness of the task
ahead. Then my
father sat down beside
him, put his arm
around my brother’s
shoulder, and said,
‘Bird by bird,
buddy. Just take it
bird by bird.’”
There's a Frog in
My Throat!
Hachette UK
Part of a new
collection of
literary voices

from Gibbs Smith,
written by, and for,
extraordinary
women—to
encourage,
challenge, and
inspire. One of
American’s most
distinctive poets,
Emily Dickinson
scorned the
conventions of her
day in her
approach to
writing, religion,
and society. Hope
Is the Thing with
Feathers is a
collection from her
vast archive of
poetry to inspire
the writers,
creatives, and
leaders of today.
Continue your
journey in the
Women’s Voices
series with Jane
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Eyre, by Charlotte
Bronte and The
Feminist Papers by
Mary
Wollstonecraft.
Fly, Little Bird Pan
Macmillan
Beautiful.
-Recommended by
T�n, City Lights
Books A man drives
his truck up to a
cliff's edge. Unable
to go any further,
he opens the back
door of his truck
and a flock of birds
flies out, but, as the
man soon discovers,
a small timid bird
remains. Surprised
and delighted, the
man acts kindly
towards the bird
and an intimacy
develops. After
lunch, the man tries
to show the bird
that he should fly
off and join his

friends. The man's
comic attempt at
flight deepens the
encounter between
these two very
different creatures.
Soon the bird flies
off and the man
drives away, but in a
surprise twist the
bird and his friends
return, and in a
starkly lyrical
moment we see
them all experience
something entirely
new. Germano
Zullo is a prolific
writer and poet who
lives in Geneva,
Switzerland. He
writes for adults and
children alike, and
has written many
popular children's
comics and stories.
Albertine has
illustrated loads of
children's books and
also illustrates for

many of the daily
French newspapers
in Switzerland. She
teaches at the
School of Visual
Arts in Geneva.
Funny Little Bird
Notebook Journal to
Write in - Birthday
Fig Factor Media
Publishing
Little Bird Gets His
Wings is a
heartwarming and
exciting story about a
little bird that doesn't
know his place in the
world. Like many of
us he allows himself
to become something
more convenient,
only to find in the
end, being like
everyone else isn't
always convenient.
But Little Bird soon
finds that his own
special life light isn't
meant to be hidden.
Told with a flowing,
bouncing rhythm,
Little Bird Gets His
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Wings will have your
children realizing
their own potential,
and asking to re-live
this heartfelt story
again and again.
The Little Bird
Who Found
Herself
HarperCollins
Australia
A bird learns to
love her own
personal chirp.
A Novel Holiday
House
In the scorching
summer of 1976,
tensions in Robyn's
town begin to
simmer. Everyone is
gossiping about her
mum, a strange
man is following
her around, and
worst of all, no one
will tell Robyn the
truth. Twelve years
later, Robyn returns
home, forced to

confront the mystery
that haunted her
that summer. And
atone for the part
she played in it.
Freak the Mighty
HarperCollins
The National
Book Award-
winning novel
about one
remarkable young
woman who dares
to defy fate,
perfect for readers
who enjoyed A
Long Walk to
Water by Linda
Sue Park or Inside
Out and Back
Again by
Thanhha Lai.
Like many girls
her age in India,
thirteen-year-old
Koly faces her
arranged marriage
with hope and

courage. But Koly's
story takes a
terrible turn when
in the wake of the
ceremony, she
discovers she's
been horribly
misled—her life
has been sold for a
dowry. Can she
forge her own
future, even in the
face of time-worn
tradition? Perfect
for schools and
classrooms, this
universally
acclaimed,
bestselling, and
award-winning
novel by master of
historical fiction
Gloria Whelan is a
gripping tale of
hope that will
transport readers
of all ages.
A Novel Image
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Comics
The universal
lament about
money is that
there is never
enough. We spend
endless hours
trying to figure out
ways to stretch
every dollar and
kicking ourselves
whenever we
spend too much or
save too little. For
all the stress and
effort we put into
every choice, why
are most of us
unhappy about
our finances?
According to
Laura
Vanderkam, the
key is to change
your perspective.
Instead of looking
at money as a
scarce resource,

consider it a tool
that you can use
creatively to build
a better life for
yourself and the
people you care
about. Drawing on
the latest happiness
research as well as
the stories of
dozens of real
people,
Vanderkam offers
a contrarian
approach that
forces us to
examine our own
beliefs, goals, and
values.
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